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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Speaking from a national perspective about the pandemicObviously you all have your own personal experience, which may or may not reflect my presentation



Who We Are

• Largest association for the waste & 
recycling sector in the U.S. & Canada

• Core programs focus on education, 
research, advocacy and safety

• Recognized solid waste expert by 
EPA and other federal agencies, 
Congress, the national media and 
trade publications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly 11,000 members in the U.S., Canada and beyondProfessional association, not a trade association – our members are people, not companies.Work to put a face on solid waste industry and help both the public and government officials better understand what we actually doThis work often goes on behind the scenes and is misunderstood. The pandemic further highlighted that problem.



2020 Was a 
Challenging Year

• Recycling was our #1 issue
• Then came COVID-19 & economic 

downturn
• Forced SWANA to focus on providing 

resources and information to the industry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the beginning of 2020, recycling was the issue we were focused on and had been putting resources into for several years – gaining traction at federal levelBut then…SWANA worked to provide resources and information to the industryDifficult because this was the NOVEL coronavirus – we were learning about it as we were trying to educate about itHow much risk is acceptable? Fear of overreactingUnsure of transmission and how easy or difficult it was to catchHow do you lead in the midst of uncertainty?



Daily Operations

• Social distancing 
• Employers provide PPE, masks, sanitizer, 

and wipes
• Daily truck cleaning 

• Same for forklifts, yellow iron, etc.
• No more in-person drivers’ meetings
• Changes to lunch and break rooms
• Minimize worker interaction between shifts
• Minimize exposure in cabs

• Helper minimizing time in the cab
• Helpers driving to route
• Dividers in the cab

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social distancing + Handwashing = Hard for our industryMinimize unnecessary interactionClean surfacesUse of masksWas difficult for some people to sourceSWANA worked with FEMA to distribute several million this summer 



Impacts on 
Waste & 
Recycling

Residential increased 20-25%
• Currently up 5 – 10% nationwide
• Suspension of curbside programs (recycling, 

bulky)
• Majority now restored 

• Hired contractors to assist
• Large companies seek re-pricing of contracts

Commercial decreased 20-25%
• Decline was 50% or more in some major cities
• Currently down 8-10% nationwide
• Small haulers continuing to sell
• Companies seeking savings where possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The big newsworthy impact for the industry was the change in residential and commercial wasteSWANA did informal polling with members and talked with major companies – Big variation in impact with some places seeing hardly any change, others hugeSuspended non-garbage pick up Hired contractors where possible (though union organizations may have had more difficult time with that)Companies handling and disposing of large amounts sought new prices from some customers – volume typically very predictableClosing of businesses and schools led to decrease on commercial side, often larger than the increase on residentialQuestions as to whether commercial volumes will fully restore due to permanent changes in workplacesCompanies parked trucks, delayed capital expenditures, and reduced overtime



Impacts on 
Recycling

Significant fluctuations in 
recycling volumes and pricing
• Sources of clean commercial paper 
and other recyclables disappeared

• Americans were buying online at 
record levels, putting boxes at the 
curb

• OCC price went from $25/ton to 
$100+/ton to $55/ton

• Mixed paper went 
from negative to 
positive value 
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Presentation Notes
Changes in volumes and source of material led to changes in recycling marketsCommercial recycling a high-quality stream compared to residentialWill changes be long-term? Commercial side will lead the way



Garbage on 
the Street

Increased residential waste, staffing 
shortages, and budget cuts caused 
collection delays
- Philadelphia
- Baltimore
- Atlanta
- Memphis
- New York City
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Increased residential waste due to stay at home ordersStaffing shortages due to illness, quarantine, and disruption to family life/childcareConcerns about municipal budgets, trying to get ahead of big losses



Garbage on 
the Street 
+ 
Closed Facilities 
= 
News Story 
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Presentation Notes
Visible affects to the public were slow garbage collection, lack of recycling collection, and closed drop off and other facilities.Like many industries, the public didn’t understand the need to protect workers (or maybe care?)SWANA had to talk to a lot of national and local news organizations – perhaps you did too



PPE Litter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PPE litter was a big problem, especially initiallyMasks and gloves thrown out everywhere, particularly in parking lots/grocery stores/pharmacies/other open businessesUse of gloves as declined and masks are often cloth/reusableIf double masking becomes more common, might see an uptick again



Messages to 
the Public

• All trash in carts/containers or closed bags
• No loose tissues, wipes, etc.

• All recyclables in a cart/container
• No loose cardboard 

on the curb
• PPE Litter 

• Put used gloves/masks 
in the trash, not recycling

• Delay Spring Cleaning
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Presentation Notes
SWANA put out a message that could be shared with the publicWas particularly concerned about transmission through surfacesNow not seen as a primary mode of transmission, but remains a concern especially for infected householdsTried to get message out not to spring clean because of the system already being overwhelmed (probably not very successful)



Safety

Fewer fatal incidents
Fewer recordable incidents
• Reduction in traffic 
• Reduction in overall waste
• Front line more safety conscious
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Presentation Notes
17% reduction in worker fatalities27% reduction in fatal incidents involving members of the publicInformal discussions indicate reductions in recordable injury incidentsWhy?Increased residential and short staffing would suggest rushing/tiredness, but perhaps outweighed by other factors?



Budgets

• Public sector budgets challenged
• 35 states reported total tax revenue declines
• Not as bad as originally projected (but not 

good)
• Effects on local government budgets may take 

more time to appear
• Biden proposed $350 billion in direct aid for 

state and local governments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial estimates for public sector budgets were apocalypticNot as bad as feared, but not good and long-term economic effects may still occurFederal aid could help further, but how much and when?Raising rates, changing service, changing material lists, canceling programsInterested to hear your budget expectations



Telework

• Only an option for some in industry
• Happened quickly, harder for those starting 

from scratch
• Generally positive response once 

technology and schedules fixed
• Return to full-time in-person work may not 

occur for some positions
• How to address “Zoom fatigue”?
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Presentation Notes
Obviously our industry has many jobs that must be done in-person.Haven’t figured out how to collect garbage via Zoom yetBut some functions were able to switch to teleworkHappened almost overnight and was easier for those that already had some level of telework infrastructure in placeNecessity is the mother of invention10 months in, telework might be a permanent fixtureMix of in-person and telework – helps to dispel zoom fatigueHow to adapt lessons learned for future events? 



Vaccination

• CDC issued advice on vaccine priority list, 
but states make final decision

• SWANA and others advocated for solid 
waste industry priority as essential workers

• Generally listed as a later priority group
• How to encourage workers to vaccinate

• Lead by example 
• Rewards
• Promote vaccination multiple times

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next step is vaccinationCDC committee provided guidance for priority list, but states made the final decisionVery contentiousGenerally listed with general essential workersBig question is how to encourage vaccination among workforce?Distrust exists about the safety of the vaccine Speed at which it was developed, historical distrust of medical establishment, and misinformation Leadership should share their experience – encourage others to do so as wellWellness program incentives – make vaccination the only requirementHealth care industry – initial participation low, increases as people see others do it





COVID-19 Recovery 
Planning & The 
New Normal

When will vaccines be available to solid 
waste workers?

• SWANA sent letter to CDC urging 
waste sector be prioritized

• CDC: Waste Sector is in 80 million 
group of “essential workers”

• This is 2nd group after health 
care/nursing home residents

States have discretion re CDC Guidance

What will the new normal look like? 
-Find out at WASTECON on 1/26-28

https://swana.org/docs/default-source/advocacy-documents/cdc-letter---final-5---nov-30-signed.pdf?sfvrsn=ea882bc2_2
https://swana.swoogo.com/v-wastecon-jan-2021
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